SOUL LIGHT - Sixty
THE NEW YEAR
Dearest Friends,
The New Year is upon us already.
As with every new day, indeed every sacred moment, we are offered fresh chances to repair
old wounds.
Transformation is always but a momentary pause in our illusions, away!
Self-realisation is always within us, as us; and thus ever ready to step into active guidance.
I feel it might be useful for us all to start off with a prayer of Hope, a Prayer of Healing
(actually the same one as is used in our Worldwide Healing Prayer Vigil) – I believe this
might be a propitious step for 2010!
I encourage you to say this prayer, preferably aloud, at least once a day for at least seven
days.
Please let me know how things are in your life at the end of that time!
Dear God,
Great Spirit of the Universe,
Loving creator of our bodies and our souls
We give you grateful thanks for life itself.
We acknowledge the wholeness and the infinite love that we are.
We affirm the god within ourselves and within All That Is.
We dedicate ourselves to Divine Will, expressing Itself through us.
We submit to your great Purpose with all our Un-knowing;
and we do so with faith and with gratitude.
We understand the transforming power of love and we pledge ourselves to be this Love
consciously.
We ask you to help us to empty ourselves of all our hurts, our pains, our fears and our
pettinesses;
and to make of us hollow bones - so that we may be filled with your most healing love.
We ask that we now be a channel of Infinite healing Light;
and that all that seek through us may find
and all that ask through us may be answered.
Be our walking; guide our footsteps and our every action; to the everlasting delight of Divine
Being.
We surrender ourselves into Divine care and use.
And now we hold all of humanity in perfect wholeness and embrace all in their absolute
perfection.
We see All and Everyone only as their truth, their light, their love, their peace, their harmony,
their Christ-light, their Buddha-hood. They are truly already whole and eternal we give
thanks for their wholeness and eternal state of being-ness.
All is.

Amen.
Les

